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A DIRECT - IMPORT POTFOLIO
D&P Selezioni is a Direct-Import (DI) based portfolio of boutique wineries from Italy’s most
notable regions with a focus on small, boutique, artisanal and family owned estates.  

HANDCRAFTED WINES + TRADITION
Our producers are all focused on indigenous grape varietals and natural winemaking
techniques, crafting wines of tremendous character and integrity. Most are considered as
torch bearers with a few who are young rising stars in their designated regions.

INNOVATIVE | ENGAGED | TO-MARKET STRATEGIES for the U.S.
D&P USA works hard to bring incomparable value to both our producers and our import and
distribution partners through hands-on market development, active on-the-ground
engagement with sales teams, robust brand management, and a myriad of marketing,
communications, and sales initiatives. Splitting our expert team between Italy and the United
States we work with a strong team of Brand Ambassadors to translate the culture of each
estate to the American market, bringing to life the people, the land and story of each wine.
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Domenico Clerico is one of the most well respected legends in Barolo and his wines have long
been celebrated for their extraordinary richness and striking aromatics. The estate is situated in
Monforte d’Alba, right in the heart of Barolo with outstanding vineyard holdings in four of the
greatest crus of Monforte: Ginestra, Pajana, Mosconi and Bussia; Baudana in Serralunga. When
Domenico first embarked on his great wine adventure in 1976, his priority was working among
the vines, strongly convinced that in order to make great wine one must care for the vineyard
with love and dedication. His passion and love for the land resulted in wines of the highest
quality and exceptional character. 

A true innovator in his industry, Domenico believed and invested in vineyards that were perfect
for growing grapes for the wines that had long been part of Langa tradition. Sadly he passed
away in July of 2017 after years of battling brain cancer. Although he has passed, his legend lives
on and his strong winemaking team is only improving on what Domenico mastered. The estate
is best known for its Nebbiolo based wines, however Domenico’s expressions of both Dolcetto
and Barbera are among the greatest wines made from these grape varietals.

DOMENICO CLERICO
Barolo - Monforte d'Alba |
Piedmont
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Bosco is a small family winery founded by Pietro Bosco (1904 – 1983). The estate is situated
within La Morra, in the heart of Barolo. Pietro began his career in farming and vineyard
work and in 1979 decided to dedicate himself entirely to winemaking. The Bosco family
vineyards cover a surface area of 4 hectares divided between Nebbiolo, Barbera and
Dolcetto. Today, Pierto’s son, Agostino and grandson Andrea carry on the family legacy
producing exceptionally crafted Barolo. 

Each wines showcases the combination of traditional methods merged with a fresh and
modern perspective. Bosco wines undergo extended maceration on the skins and the wines
are aged in large botti. Together Agostino and Andrea have dedicated themselves to the
production of the four wines most characteristic to the area: Barolo, Dolcetto d’Alba, Barbera
d’Alba and Langhe Nebbiolo. For the Barolo, they produce two single vineyard bottlings, one
from Verduno in the north, ‘Neirane’ and the other from La Morra, ‘La Serra’. Neriane
showcases the elegance and femininity of Nebbiolo and La Serra more power and fruit. These
hidden gems are some of the most soulful and expressive wines in the region and over deliver 

BOSCO AGOSTINO
Barolo - La Morra | Piedmont
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The Diego e Damiano Barale winery is located in the center of Barolo just a stone's throw from
Castello Falletti in an ancient farmhouse in the center of Barolo. Although the winery was
recently established under the current name of the two brothers there is an incredibly rich
history here. The Barale family is deeply rooted in Barolo with records placing them in the area
in the early 1600s. in 1870 landowner Francesco Barale began to grow grapes and make wine,
passing on the baton to his son Carlo, who founded the ‘Barale-Rinaldi’ brand. After a family
split, the sons of Carlo Barale, Giovanni and Giuseppe took over the company as ‘Barale Fratelli’
until 1984. Following the death of the brothers, the sons of Giuseppe, Carlo and Sergio Barale
became the new owners. In 1985, after the premature death of Carlo, Diego and Damiano’s
father, the company ‘Barale Fratelli’ was then passed to Carolo’s brother Sergio Barale. Carolo’s
portion of the land was split off from his brother and a new Barale company was reborn with
sons Diego and Damiano. Today these brothers strive to carry on the family legacy.

The vineyard sites are located in the municipalities of Barolo and Monforte d’Alba; 8 hectares of
vines in Cannubi, Monrobiolo of Bussia and Castellero in Barolo, with the San Giovanni
vineayard in Monforte d’Alba. The wines offer a traditional approach to Barolo, showcasing the
beauty, elegance and character of the terroir.
 

DIEGO e DAMIANO BARALE 
Barolo | Piedmont
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Corino makes pretty, supple wines from some of the best sites in La Morra’s Annunziata
district where the family owns two of the most outstanding crus in the area: Arborina (also
shared by Elio Eltare) and Giachini. These vineyards are considered some of the most
uinque sites in La Morra.

In 1952 Celeste Corino moved with wife and children to La Morra to work as a sharecropper.
Eventually, his son, Giovanni, who would later become the father of the current company
owner Giuliano, grew up following in his father’s footsteps and eventually founded the
Corino Azienda Agricola, focusing his attention on the vineyards. Today the company has 9
hectares of vineyards in La Morra, with an annual production of about 50,000 bottles. The
Corino winery is a family affair now run by Giuliano, with the help of his wife Stefania and
their children Veronica and Andrea.

The family holds great respect for their land, the environment and the health of the
consumer as well as that of all of those working in the vineyards. Stylistically, the family is
always looking for the perfect balance between modernity and tradition, placing the same
level of care and attention to detail in every bottle they produce.
 

GIOVANNI CORINO
Barolo - La Morra | Piedmont
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After nearly a lifetime of working for some of the most renowned names in Barbaresco,
Piercarlo Culasso and his young and charismatic daughter, Martina, decided to craft wines
from their family’s plot in the coveted vineyards on the top of the historic hill, Faset.  The
Faset cru is located behind Barbaresco, a vast amphitheater that overlooks the Tanaro
River with soils characterized by a great presence of sand compared to the surrounding
marls. Together with the climate mitigated by the river, it yields a complex wine with
refined and enticing aromas.

Martina and Piercarlo are intimately involved with every step of production from farming to
the cellar. A deep respect for the land informs their work in the vineyards, planted by
Piercarlo’s father, Dante, in the 1970’s. Their goal is to have the least possible impact on
their terroir in order to respect the vine. 

The Culasso style is sincere, elegant, and perfumed always guided by the four virtues of
respect, abundance, love and health which are the cornerstones of their relationship with
the vine.

 

PIERCARLO-CULASSO
Barbaresco - Faset | Piedmont
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Frasca La Guaragna was estabilished in 2018 in Nizza Monferrato by Curtis Frasca , an
Italian American entrepreneur who fell in love with Barbera and Nizza many years ago, and
Matteo Gerbi a young local winemaker, who used to lead the cellars of iconic wineries in
Barolo and Barbaresco area, before leaving the Langhe and dedicating 100% to Frasca. 

Matteo and Curt selected and purchased 22 hectars of vineyards around Nizza Monferrato,
their average age of the vines is around 40 years old. The main estate is an historical
“cascina” named “La Guaragna” where the new cellar will be soon built. The philosphy is to
work in an artisanal way: only estate-grown fruits, enviroment-friendly vineyards
management (integrated agricolture certification), manual harvest in boxes , striving to
make balanced and elegant wines where the fruity notes are always in the foreground. 

The main variety grown is Barbera (around 75% of the production) , the rest of production is
based on other varieties such as Arneis, Riesling, Grignolino and Freisa.

FRASCA
Monferrato | Piedmont
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Founded in the 1920s’ by great-grandfather Bepi, Claudio Mariotto’s family have been
making wine in the Tortona hills of Piedmont for generations. Today the winery is run and
managed by Claudio, with the help of his partner Rossana, his brother Marco and his
mother Piera. They have 100 hectares of land, 50 of which are planted with vines. Located in
the municipalities of Tortona and Sarezzano, they work solely with native grape varieties,
including Freisa, Croatina, and Barbera, but their real focus, their passion, and the majority
of their production is dedicated to Timorasso. 

Once on the verge of extinction, Timorasso is a native Piedmontese varietal, which thanks
to producers like Claudio Mariotto, is more recently seeing a revival in plantings and
popularity. 

Claudio conducted thorough research into how to manage this notoriously difficult
varietal, and in turn has become a benchmark producer of this varietal, producing
authentic wines, with lots of personality. The wines show concentration, minerality,
complexity, typicity, and impeccable oak integration. 

 

CLAUDIO MARIOTTO
Tortona | Piedmont
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 a young child, Alberto would follow his grandfather Sandro through the vineyards,
spending as much time as he could among the vines. This passion only continued as he
grew older and at the age of 25 he finished his oenological studies in Alba before racing
back to his home in Roero to embark on the greatest of adventure of his life - becoming a
winemaker. Separated from the Langhe by the Tanaro River, Alberto’s challenge of creating
magic with the Nebbiolo from Roero rather than competing with the Nebbiolo of Langhe
became his source of inspiration and drive. Alberto’s love for Roero was sparked in 2009
when he restored his family’s house and cellar and inherited his grandfather’s beloved
vineyards. Day in and day out he takes great care in every aspect of grape growing and
winemaking with little to no assistance. 

Roero Arneis 2010 and Roero 2011 are the first vintages bottled under the Alberto Oggero
label and quantities are extremely limited. Given his small vineyard area and limited
resources, it is remarkable what he has accomplished. Experiencing the spirit and
character of his wines, there is no surprise Oggero is one of the most exciting new
producers from Piedmont.

ALBERTO OGGERO 
Roero | Piedmont
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Situated in the slightly obscure sub-region of Barge in western Piedmont, not far from the
French border, the Raviolo family produces distinguished wines that are refreshing and
authentic expressions of this rather unknown area. Their beautiful vineyards are situated at
the foot of Mount Viso at an altitude of almost 500 meters. Here the soil is composed of red
slate and minerals, translating into wines with power, distinctive minerality and bright
acidity.

Le Marie is run and operated by Valerio with the help of his wife Luigina and children
Simona and Daniele, all whom are integrated into the winemaking, sales and marketing
operations. The family organically farms 10 hectares of indigenous varietals, some vines
which are up to 100 years of age. As a result, the wines express the distinct purity that
come from natural techniques while maintaining a certain brightness and fresh character.
Le Marie crafts classic ‘Piemontese’ wines from Dolcetto, Barbara and Nebbiolo grapes, as
well as two unique sparkling wines. The most celebrated wines are the Blanc de Lissard
which is a goregous white made from Malvasia Moscato and the Rouge de Lissard, an
enchanting blend of Barbera, Bonarda, Chatus, Freisa and Neretta.

 

LE MARIE 
Pinerolo | Piedmont
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Davide Carlone has positioned himself as the guiding light of Boca and a pioneer among
his peers. When asked he would introduce himself as a humble farmer who is in love with
the terroir and winemaking history of Alto Piemonte. He knows the lay of the land like no
other and has begun to resurrect old ‘hidden’ vineyards in the surrounding forests that
were deserted by owners due to the challenge of farming the rugged soil. In his late teens,
Carlone worked a one hectare, old-vine Boca vineyard that was one of only three hectares
still in existence. In this tiny appellation that once flourished, little remains of the once
prolific pre-phylloxera wines.

Carlone farms his vineyards utilizing organic practices and keeps a small amount of the
fruit for himself, selling off a large portion to Le Piane. With this prized fruit Davide crafts a
tiny amount of naturally made wine that has become known for its striking character,
complexity and beautiful concentration. He has recently brought on winemaking
consultant Cristiano Garella who brings a younger fresh perspective on the region. The
focus here is 3 grapes, Nebbiolo, Vespolina and Croatina from 100 year old pre-phylloxera
vines. In Boca, the soil is mainly volcanic porphyry as the hills of this small area are the
remnant of a once active volcano.

DAVIDE CARLONE 
Boca | Piedmont
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The boutique estate of Platinetti Guido is located in the northern Piedmont region of
Ghemme, in the province of Novara on the eastern side of the Sesia River. Here owner,
farmer and winemaker Andrea Fontana has been making wine for over 25 years and
continues to carry on the family tradition that began with his grandfather at the start of
the 20th century. Andrea possesses a serious love and connection to his land, taking on
some of the most challenging vineyard sites in the region which he believes reward him
with exceptional fruit. 

In total he owns and farms just 5 hectares of vineyards with Nebbiolo covering 80% of the
production and the remainder a mix of Vespolina and Barbera from Colline Novaresi. Each
wine follows natural grape growing and winemaking processes, maintaining the family
tradition of utilizing only stainless steel and neutral Slavonian oak barrels. Although Andrea
is a relatively unknown producer, he has been crafting some of the region’s most exciting
and expressive wines and will only continue to grow in fame as his wines reach further
shores.
.

PLATINETTI GUIDO 
Ghemme | Piedmont
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Azienda Agricola Cieck was established in 1985 by Remo Falconieri in Aglie, it was just a
small project with the dream to become a small producer of sparkling wine. Remo, a
typewriter designer for Olivetti and the son of farmers, travelled to France to learn how to
make sparkling wine. In 1985, he set up the estate with just a few hectares of vineyard and
vinified his first harvest which was a few thousand bottles of Erbaluce Metodo Classico,
released for sale in 1987.

Today, Azienda Agricola Cieck cultivates 13 hectares of vineyard on the morainic hills of
Aglie, San Giorgio and Cuceglio between the towns of Turin and Ivrea in northwestern
Piedmont. Now in his eighties, Remo labors daily in the cellar alongside his daughter, Lia,
and winemaker Domenico Caretto, producing some of Alto Piemonte’s most sophisticated
and striking examples of Erbaluce.

Although the estate is known for its white wines, they do produce a small amount of
elegant red wines from local grapes Nebbiolo, Barbera, Neretto and Freisa. The soil in
which "Cieck" vines find their roots originated from the Balteo glacier, incredibly rich in
minerals, which brings inviting aromatics and sapidity to the wines produced in this area.

.

CIECK 
Canavese | Piedmont
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The Camilucci estate bases was formed from great passion, research and meticulous
attention to detail, bringing knowledge and experience from the past while looking to the
future for growth and progression. Over the years, Stefano Camilucci made the family
business his life, working for years at Le Valle with his uncle before departing to embark on
his own adventure, interpreting the beauty of his family’s land in each of his exquisitely
crafted wines. 

This property is located in heart of Franciacorta, in a beautiful hilly area with 12 hectares of
vines in the municipalities of Rodengo Saiano, Ome, Monticelli Brusati and Gussago, a few
kms away from Lake Iseo and Brescia. 50% of the production is Chardonnay followed by
30% Pinot Noir and 10% Pinot Bianco. Unlike many of his neighbors, Camiluicci chooses to
harvest the grapes only at full ripeness in order to avoid adding sugars. Additionally, no
malolactic fermentation takes place, protecting and preserving the primary perfumes in
the wine. These procedures translate into wines with added elegance, texture and
concentration, a hallmark for all wines bearing the Camilucci label.

.

STEFANO CAMILLUCI 
Franciacorta | Lombardy
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Enrico Togni is a name few know, but those who do see him as a visionary and pioneer in
one of northern Italy’s most underrated areas. It was in 2001 when Enrico decided to leave
law school and follow his dreams of becoming a farmer. He inherited 1.5 hectares from his
grandfather and purchased another 1.5 hectares in this rather unknown mountainous
region of Lombardy. His vision of creating soulful wines from what many would consider to
be poor soil and incredibly challenging terroir has resulted in his relentless determination
to better himself and his craft. Today, he maintains the same philosophy and mindset. 

Enrico’s vineyards lie against a very steep mountain slope and are incredibly difficult to
cultivate. Here he grows Erbanno, an indigenous grape named after a mountain village in
the area, Barbera, Nebbiolo and Merlot. He follows natural grape growing and winemaking
processes and was awarded organic certification for all of his wines. Enrico believes that
the goal of a farmer is to respect nature, respect the work that is required of the land,
being ready to adapt all techniques and processes according to mother nature and the
environmental circumstances of each vintage. 

.

TOGNI REBAIOLI
Val Camonica | Lombardy
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Dirupi is the brainchild of Davide Fasolini and Pierpaolo Di Franco; two of the most
energetic and talented young winemakers in Italy today; located in the Valtellina region of
Lombardy, just south of the Swiss border. Davide and Pierpalo played basketball together
during their primary years in school and reunited while at University where they both
studied winemaking.

They started Dirupi in 2004 after graduating, broke, renting 15 sites and working Monday to
Friday to make the vineyards healthy. On weekends they supplemented their lack of
income by working in a local cocktail bar. Today they have made serious strides and
improvements in continuing to farm these small and very steep vineyards, all at different
elevations, aspects and varying vine age. With a strong focus on sustainability and organic
methods, they work to maintain these practices as much possible in the vineyards.
However, this isn’t always possible due to the nature of the climate and difficulties inherent
in such challenging conditions and location. 

DIRUPI
Valtellina | Lombardy
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In 1971  Sandro Fay began investing in the restoration of his family’s small vineyard in San
Giacomo di Teglio, a village within the Valtellina Superiore DOCG. By 1973, Fay had officially
established the Azienda Agricola Fay and began to slowly expand the vineyard by
incorporating additional plots of land, carefully selecting vineyards with different soil
compositions and altitudes between 350 meters and 900 meters on steep mountain sides.
Today Sandro’s children, Marco and Elena have taken up the family vineyards. Marco
studied enology in Trentino and trained in Barolo. 

The majority of Fay’s vines are in the easternmost part of the DOCG, Valgella, one of the five
sub-zones of Valtellina Superiore and the coolest and steepest of the five. The region
encapsulates Valtellina Rosso, Valtellina Superiore, and Sforzato di Valtellina. 

While the Rosso designation is a relatively informal wine, the Valtellina Superiore region,
where Marco Fay focused his energies, has been recognized for its elegant, light and ruby
Nebbiolo. The Sforzato is an Amarone-style red with partially dried grapes pressed 3
months after harvest. Sandro Fay stands out among the finest producers of Valtellina
Superiore, the wines are youthful and vibrant but also age-worthy.
 

SANDRO FAY
Valtellina | Lombardy
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Falkenstein is located at 675 meters above sea level on a sunny hill near the village of
Naturno, in the lower Venosta valley, 12 kilometres from the town of Merano in Alto Adige.
Falkenstein was born in 1995 when Bernadette and Franz Pratzner decide to abandon the
cultivation of apples to devote themselves to the cultivation of vines, producing their first
600 bottles a short time later. 

Known best for their white wines - Sauvignon, Riesling, Pinot Bianco and Gewurztraminer,
Riesling is the flagship wine of the estate. They also make a small amount of uber elegant
Pinot Noir. Overall the wines are rich and structured, with remarkable acidity and texture.
The wines show perfectly in their youth while also lending to long term aging. Leading
Italian and international journalists and critics consider their Riesling one of the very best
produced south of the Alps and highly applaud their other offerings. 

 

FALKENSTEIN
Venosta Valley | Alto Adige
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Florian and Georg Ramoser are the tight father-son team behind a sharply focused set of
wines from schiava and lagrein, two native red varieties synonymous with Alto
Adige/Südtirol. Untermoserhof, the Ramoser family home and winery that dates to 1640,
sits just above Bolzano, where it looks onto the green depths of Val d’Isarco/Eisacktal and
the staggering Alpine panorama just beyond. 

Steep slopes, challenging varieties, and the Ramosers’ dedication to minimal-input farming
demand rigorous handwork in the vineyards. Their concentration on old vines, dense
plantings, controlled yields, and thoughtful cellar work is giving exceptional results - the
wines are vibrant, supremely drinkable expressions of a region that is realizing its full
potential for wines of distinctive depth and elegance.

 

UNTERMOSERHOF
Bolzano |  Alto Adige
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Established in 1996 by Marco and Francesca Satori, Roccolo Grassi quickly established itself
as one of the foremost proponents of quality in Valpolicella and is widely praised for its
breathtaking Amarone, Valpolicella and Soave. Marco is one of the Veneto’s most
promising young producers, easily competing with neighboring wine legends. When most
growers in the region send their grapes to local co-operatives, Roccolo Grassi gives full
attention to the small vineyard holdings and applying sustainable viticulture practices. 

The winery is focused on producing wines that are modern in style yet ‘traditional’ in both
their flavor and character. Sartori’s bottlings are superbly crafted wines that show
remarkable depth, body and sophistication. Unlike many of his colleagues, Sartori leaves
the fruit for his Amarone to dry for a shorter length of time as he believes this approach
allows him to achieve better concentration in the vineyard while allowing the wines to
remain fresh in the bottle. The Soave and Valpolicella are made from the estate’s younger
plants while the oldest vines are used for the Amarone and the Recioto wines which are
only made in the very best of vintages.

ROCCOLO GRASSI
Valpolicella | Veneto
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The tiny cellar of Terre del Faet is located in the Collio region of Friuli, the borderland
between Italy and Slovenia in the northeast region of Italy. It is here where the very young
and ambitious Andrea Drius crafts his impressive wines. 2011 was his first vintage, he was
brave and determined to take on the project that was once run by his grandparents and
has since made serious strides both in the vineyard and cellar to provide the very best
expression of his terroir. 

Andrea producers three white wines, Friulano, Malvasia and Pinot Bianco, and one red
wine, Merlot, from his 4 hectares of vines averaging between 70 and 100 yeas of age.
Andrea takes a very natural and hands off approach to winemaking and allows for all of his
wines to remain on the lees for the entirety of their life in barrel and tank. He believes this
practice not only adds complexity but also protects and preserves the wines as they age,
eliminating the need for additional sulfites. With a strong connection to tradition, land and
family, Andrea is a serious talent, destined for continued greatness.
 

TERRE del FAET
Collio | Friuli
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The historic estate of Fattoria di Petrognano produces lovely Chianti along with other
varietals just north of the Classico region in Montelupo Fiorentino. Organic practices are
carried out in both the vineyard and cellar under the watchful eye of proprietor Emanuelle
Pellegrini, allowing for the best natural expressions of the grapes to shine through.
Petrognano’s classic Chianti ‘Meme’ is the flagship wine of the estate, a wine strongly
linked to its territory and to family,. ‘Meme’ is dedicated to Emanuele’s grandfather who
purchased the estate in 1962 and began reworking and reviving the land. Before his
passing he left Emanuele to inherit the estate and carry on his dream. Continuing where
his grandfather left off, he improved all areas of the vineyards and cellar and converted all
methods to organic practices. 

Aside from the classic Chianti, Emanuele also crafts a Riserva bottling in great vintages as
well as a small amount of Trebbiano. He also loves to experiment and bottles small
amounts of Trebbiano and Sangiovese fermented ‘Orci’. These unique, historical vessels are
made from the region’s rich clay. Every bottle of Petrognano, white and red, offers an
elegant and beautifully crafted expression of one of the most celebrated wines and regions
in the world.

FATTORIA di PETROGNANO
Chianti |  Tuscany
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One of the best kept secrets in Montalcino lies in the small estate of San Lorenzo, a stone’s
throw away from the famous estate of Soldera in the south-western area of Prata. It is here
where 5th generation farmer Luciano Ciolfi crafts his enchanting wines from a small 5
hectare plot of land. Utilizing the skills and techniques of his father and grandfathers
before him, Luciano has stayed on the path of family tradition, composing pure wines
which directly reflect the terroir and personality of the vintage. 

Given the change in climate and temperatures over the past few decades, many locals
would agree that his area of Montalcino is the future of the region. Located 150 meters
higher than Montosoli, the wines from the area of Prata maintain notable acidity and
revolve more around elegance and finesse rather than power and punch. Luciano produces
a classic style Rosso di Montalcino and Brunello di Montalcino and in exceptional vintages a
lovely Riserva. Luciano only utilizes stainless steel, large botti and old barriques for his
wines, allowing the elegance to shine through. 

SAN LORENZO 
Montalcino | Tuscany
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Renato Marcesini established a family-ran farm dedicated to a variety of crops, animals and
vines soon after the war. In 1998 the reins passed to Renato’s grandson, Andrea, a student
of agriculture, who continued the work of his grandfather’s farm and renamed it La Felce. 

6 hectares of half-century-old vines are planted on mostly sandy soils alongside olive
orchards, vegetable gardens and fields of saffron. Traditional farming techniques are a
mainstay of Andrea’s approach; eschewing nearly all technology in the cellar so as not to
distort the personality of the terroir.

Here, technique and tradition coexist in perfect symbiosis, where steel vats with
temperature control are placed side by side with old-school vertical presses. All
fermentations are carried out spontaneously by indigenous yeasts and sulfur dioxide is
added in very small quantities only for bottling. Today, Andrea, assisted in the company by
his son Francesco, has abandoned chemistry both in the vineyard and in the cellar,
respecting himself, nature and those who drink his wine. The aim: to make wine return to
being a food for everyone and to be the guardian of history and territory. 

LA FELCE  
Colli di Luni |  Liguria
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I FAURI  
Chieti| Abruzzo

Nestled among the rolling hills of Maiella in Abruzzo, Tenuta I Fauri is more than just a
family estate—it's a celebration of over two millennia of winemaking history in the region.
Meet the dynamic trio behind the scenes: Domenico, Luigi, and Valentina DiCamillo, a
father, son, and daughter team who infuse their work with boundless passion.

 With a legacy spanning over a century, Tenuta I Fauri has been a custodian of age-old
wisdom. Their goal is simple: to maintain and pay homage to the longstanding wine
traditions of their region while relentlessly pursuing quality and showcasing Abruzzo's
winemaking expertise.

The estate spans 32 hectares, with 28 hectares planted to vines. Nestled in the scenic
Colline Teatine, I Fauri boasts 14 unique vineyard plots spread across six municipalities:
Chieti, Francavilla al Mare, Miglianico, Ari, Bucchianico, and Villamagna. A mosaic of
diversity and flavor, each year, they craft a selection of seven still wines, from the robust
Baldovino Montepulciano to the crisp Pecorino grapes, as well as three sparkling wines.
Every bottle tells a story of passion, heritage, and the vibrant spirit of Abruzzo.
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QUINTODECIMO   
Irpinia | Campania

ORGANIC   ICON

Based in the mountains of Taurasi in Campania, Quintodecimo produces indigenous wines
of exceptional quality through meticulous vineyard siting, organic farming, and precise and
natural winemaking. Owner, winemaker and professor Luigi Moio was born into a historical
family of winemakers in Campania dating back to 1880. After an extended stay in France
studying viticulture and winemaking, Luigi returned to Italy in 1994 to teach at the
University of Naples and also undertook the task of winemaker at various prestigious Italian
wineries. After some time, the urge to break out on his own and craft the highest quality
wines possible in his beloved homeland became too strong to resist. It was in 2001 that his
dream became a reality and thus Quintodecimo was born. 

What sets Luigi Moio apart from other producers is his drive to enhance aromatic
compounds while increasing aging potential employing selective extraction, controlled
maceration, and aging in oak barrels—all of which he tests rigorously and regularly.
Quintodecimo produces three white wines Fiano, Falanghina and Greco, the iconic whites
of the region. For the reds, three wines are also produced, all made from Aglianco, the
‘signature’ grape of the region. 
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Since its foundation in 1972, Cantina del Taburno has always held an extremely important
role in the development of agriculture in the Sannio area. Located on the slopes of an
inactive volcano, Mount Taburno, it is a point of reference for viticulture in the region of
Campania. In the early 1980s it was acquired by the Agricultural Consortium of Benevento
and the cellar was updated and enlarged with the support of the local and European
communities. 

All grapes that are vinified at Cantina del Taburno come from approximately 600 hectares
of vineyards, belonging to 300 families in the encompassing villlages of Mount Taburno. In
this eastern region of Campania the vineyards are characterized by their ideal exposure to
sunlight and excellent microclimatic conditions, resulting in the production of terroir-
driven wines of exceptional quality and finesse. Professor Luigi Moio, a renowned University
professor and winemaker for Quintodecimo, has consulted at Cantina del Taburno since
1998 helping to further elevate the quality and character of the wines. The leading grape
varieties are Aglianico and Falanghina. Piedirosso, Fiano, Greco and Coda di Volpe are other
local varities also produced but in smaller quantities

CANTINE del TABURNO 
Benevento | Campania
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Luigi Maffini’s vineyards are located in Cilento in the Southern heart of Campania in an area
of immense natural beauty and home to the Ancient Greek site of Paestum. This special
plot of land overlooks the Tyrrhenian Sea with rugged hills rich in Mediterranean
vegetation and olive trees, an area extremely well suited for viticulture. While the family’s
first vines were planted in the seventies, the real beginning of this winery dates from 1996
when Luigi’s dream came to life, the dream to craft wines with integrity and purity from
the land of his family. 

The wines are wonderfully pure and radiant expressions of Fiano and Aglianico from two
organically farmed vineyard sites – Castellabate and Giungano. Since his first vintage in
1996, Luigi has tended and improved the old family vineyards as the source of his
exceptional fruit. He and his wife Raffaella, both graduates of Naples university, together
run the winery, and share the land with their two children and three dogs, as well as wild
rabbits, foxes, hedgehogs, hawks and wild boars.

LUIGI MAFFINI  
Cilento | Campania
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The son of a grain merchant, Roberto Ceraudo grew up in the Calabrian countryside and
dreamed of having his own land. In 1973, he borrowed money to buy an abandoned 100-
acre estate in Strongoli, in the hills above the Ionian coast, just south of the Cirò wine
appellation. Today Ceraudo produces nine wines, all under the Val di Neto appellation,
growing a variety of local and indigenous grapes. Ceraudo became the first in the region to
bottle a dry white made solely from the local Pecorello variety and in 1987 converted all
operations to meet organic certification requirements. 

Committed to a natural way of grape growing and winemaking, Roberto believes in leaving
nature to follow its own rhythms. The winery has become an icon of excellence and good
practices, based on a strong ‘green’ ethics and producing some of the most exciting wines
in all of Italy. At 68, Roberto Ceraudo works with his three children, Giuseppe, Susy and
Caterina. He is a local legend, renowned for his wines, olive oil and a Michelin starred
restaurant which is now run by daughter Caterina, one of Italy’s most celebrated young
chefs.

CERAUDO  
Strongoli |  Calabria
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The Nicolosi family settled on the slopes of Mount Etna in Sicily in the 18th century. They
came as migrants armed with a mandate from the church to transform the region from a
‘horrid and uncultivated place to a delicious garden’. This the family set about doing,
culminating in the 18 hectares of ‘delicious’ vineyards they tend today. Following in his
father’s footsteps, Marco Nicolosi is the current Winemaker. Together they continue to
maintain the family commitment to the territory, crafting wines with traditional values but
modern methods, together with a keen commitment to sustainability.

Located on the eastern slopes of the volcano facing the Ionian sea, indigenous grape
varieties Nerello Mascalese, Nerello Cappuccio and Carricante are at the heart of
production here. Villgrande produces red and white wines that see some time in oak as
well as the more traditional chestnut barrels before bottling. The ‘contrada’ or ‘cru’
vinyeards of Barone di Villagrande are situated in the famous town of Milo, the only area
permitted to use the Etna Bianco Superiore designation, and bottling only in great
vintages. 

BARONE di VILLAGRANDE 
Etna | Sicily
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Founded in 2007, this vineyard is the darling of three friends, geologists Gianni Salafia and
Gaetano Luca, and Angelo Di Grazia whose passion is organic farming. Together this trio
decided to follow their passion for ‘all things wine’ by taking on a tiny one-hectare vineyard
in Chiaramonte Gulfì, Ragusa. They purchased this small plot of land near the most
influential mentors and named it Meridio as it faces south, ‘meridione’ in Italian. Adopting a
fundamentalist approach, oenologically speaking, they agreed that nothing unnatural
would ever enter the vineyards. 

They decided to plant cuttings of Alicante and frapp`ato, which gives their blends a lively
fruitiness, as well as a small amount of Nero d’Avola, which is made in the historical style.
The wines display remarkable freshness and possess a certain purity that can only be found
in examples made in this natural, artisanal style. The nuances of the ‘Arundo’ and ‘Lijari’
wines differ slightly with each harvest; and, as natural wines, they contain no added
sulphites or chemicals. They do not irrigate and they practice short winter pruning as well
as green pruning in May, limiting grape production and thus concentrating the flavors and
aromas in just a few bunches per vine.

VIGNA MERIDIO 
Chiaramonte Gulfi |  Sicily
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Sicily’s beloved Valle dell’Acate has a long and storied history amongst the top estates in
Sicily, as the Jacono family can trace back their winemaking roots here to the nineteenth
century. The winery is located in the southeastern corner of Sicily, on the beautiful Bidini
Manor in the hills of the Dirillo Valley. The estate covers one hundred hectares of land, both
for grapevines as well as the region’s famous blood oranges.

Under the direction of the current head of the family winery, energetic and elegant
Gaetana Jacono (sixth generation), many of the vineyards have been replanted to
traditional grapes of Sicily and farmed organically. The estate produces one of the finest
examples of Cerasuolo di Vittoria, traditionally Sicily’s greatest wine. Other celebrated
wines from the estate include the gorgeous Frappato, Grillo “Zagra”, and old vine Nero
d’Avola bottlings – “Il Moro” and “Tane”. Year after year, Valle dell’Acate wines continue to
offer authentic expression of the history and character of this land.

VALLE DELL'ACATE 
Vittoria | Sicily
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Tenute Dettori is a historic winery tied to its territory, Badde Nigosolu within the IGT
subzone of Romangi, Sardinia. Here, wine has been made for centuries, and many of
Dettori’s vines are over 100 years of age. Winemaker Alessandro Dettori is one of the most
passionate and influential figures in the Italian wine community; committed to producing
purely natural wines from his little plot of Badde Nigolosu. Fanatical about biodynamics
and natural practices, Alessandro’s estate was one of the first to receive the prestigious
Demeter certification in Italy.

The cellar, built underground, follows the same principles. Only stainless-steel and concrete
tanks are used, where spontaneous fermentation takes place with no temperature control
and no use of sulfites except, and only if absolutely necessary, at bottling. Only indigenous
varietals are grown. At the heart of Dettori’s production are three Cannonau crus: Tuderi is
a rich, spicy wine from 50-year-old vines; the more complex and elegant Tenores comes
from an 80 year old site, and the Dettori bottling is a rustic wine with a tinge of sweetness,
reminiscent of Amarone, made from vines planted on their own roots in 1883.

TENUTA DETTORI
Sassari |  Sardinia
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